Many of these have already been announced via the News area of the Collection Manager Community Center (password required) in the JIT weekly updates, but are gathered here for a more complete look.

- Be sure to **Follow** the News area in order to receive email notifications.

### New collections

- **Provider: Alexander Street (alexanderpress)**
  - African Diaspora, 1860-Present: Text – All Titles
  - African Diaspora, 1860-Present: Video – All Titles
  - African Diaspora, 1860-Present: Video – Outside North America
  - Ethnographic Video Online, Teaching Edition: Text
  - Ethnographic Video Online, Teaching Edition: Video
  - Sixties: Primary Documents and Personal Narratives 1960-1974: Video
  - The BBC Horizon Collection
  - The CNN Video Collection

- **Provider: American Mathematical Society (AMS)**
  - AMS Chelsea Publishing 2018 (2 volumes: 383 – 384)
  - CBMS Regional Conference Series in Mathematics 2017 (2 volumes: 124 – 125)
  - CBMS Regional Conference Series in Math 2018 (3 volumes: 126 – 128)
  - Colloquium Publications 2017 (1 volume)
  - Colloquium Publications 2018 (1 volume)
  - Courant Lecture Notes 2017 (1 volume: 28)
  - CRM Monograph Series 2018 (1 volume)
  - Graduate Studies in Mathematics 2017 (10 volumes: 178 – 187)
  - Graduate Studies in Mathematics 2018 (10 volumes: 188 – 197)
  - IAS/Park City Mathematics Series 2017 (2 volumes: 24 – 25)
  - IAS/Park City Mathematics Inst Series 2018 (1 volume)
  - Mathematical Surveys and Monographs 2017 (12 volumes: 216 – 227)
  - Mathematical Surveys and Monographs 2018 (11 volumes: 228 – 236)
  - Mathematical World 2018 (1 volume)
  - Miscellaneous Book 2017 (11 volumes: 101 – 112)
  - Miscellaneous Book 2018 (5 volumes: 113 – 118)
  - Proceedings of Symposia in Applied Mathematics 2018 (2 volumes: 74 – 75)
  - Proceedings of Symposia in Pure Mathematics 2017 (3 volumes: 94 - 96)
Proceedings of Symposia in Pure Mathematics 2018 (5 volumes: 97 - 100)
Student Mathematical Library 2017 (4 volumes: 81 – 84)
Translations of Math Monographs 2018 (2 volumes)
University Lecture Series 2017 (3 volumes: 67 – 69)
University Lecture Series 2018 (2 volumes: 70 – 71)

- Provider: Bloomsbury Publishing (bloom)

Bloomsbury Anthropology 2019
Bloomsbury Art and Visual Culture 2018
Bloomsbury Art and Visual Culture 2019
Bloomsbury Biblical Studies 2019
Bloomsbury C.H. Beck · Hart · Nomos 2019
Bloomsbury Classical Studies and Archaeology 2019
Bloomsbury Cultural History 2018-19 Collection
Bloomsbury Design 2019
Bloomsbury Education 2019
Bloomsbury Fashion 2019
Bloomsbury Film and Media Studies 2019
Bloomsbury Hart Publishing 2019
Bloomsbury History 2019
Bloomsbury Linguistics 2019
Bloomsbury Literary Studies 2019
Bloomsbury Music and Sound Studies 2018
Bloomsbury Music and Sound Studies 2019
*** Bloomsbury Open 2019
Bloomsbury Philosophy 2019
Bloomsbury Religious Studies 2019
Bloomsbury Theology 2019

- Provider: Cambridge University Press (CUP)

2019 Cambridge Journals AAP Titles
2019 Cambridge Journals CAUL Full Excluding ANZ Titles
2019 Cambridge Journals CJDA Complete STM Package UK
2019 Cambridge Journals CJDA Full Collection UK
Orlando: Women’s Writings in the British Isles from the Beginnings to the Present

- Provider: Elsevier (elsevier)

ScienceDirect Freedom Collection Books 2019 [EBCFBL19]

- Provider: Gale Group (galegroup)

American Historical Periodicals, Series 1-5
Gale Directory Library
Gale Testing & Education Reference Center Subject Hub

• Provider: Institute of Physics (IOP)

IOP AAS Journals
IOP CAUL Collection
IOP Corporate
IOP eBooks Concise Physics Release 6
IOP Journals Package A
IOP Journals Package B
IOP Journals Package C
IOP Journals Package D
IOP Journals Package F
IOP Journals Package I
IOP Publishing Saudi Digital Library Collection

• Provider: JISC Collections (jisc)

JISC American Chemical Society: Web Editions: 2019-2021
JISC Cengage: 19th Century UK Periodicals Series 1: 2017-2019
JISC Cengage: The Burney Collection 17th and 18th Century Newspapers: 2017-2019
JISC Exact Editions: 2019-2022
JISC ProQuest: Literature Online: 2019-2021
JISC SAGE: Premier: 2018
JISC SAGE: Premier: 2019
JISC Wiley: Online Library Full Collection 2019
JISC Wiley: Online Library Science Technology and Medicine Collection: 2019
JISC Wiley: Online Library Social Science and Humanities Collection: 2019

• Provider: John Wiley and Sons (wiley)

Wiley Online Library UBCM All Titles 10 Year: Excludes Frontlist (2008-2017)
Wiley Online Library UBCM All Titles 10 Year: Includes Frontlist (2010-2019)
Wiley Online Library UBCM All Titles 3 Year (2016-2018)
Wiley Online Library UBCM All Titles 3 Year: Excludes Frontlist (2015-2017)
Wiley Online Library UBCM All Titles 3 Year: Includes Frontlist (2017-2019)
Wiley Online Library UBCM All Titles 5 Year: Excludes Frontlist (2013-2017)
Wiley Online Library UBCM All Titles 5 Year: Includes Frontlist (2015-2019)
Wiley Online Library UBCM Medicine & Nursing 3 Year: Excludes Frontlist (2015-2017)
Wiley Online Library UBCM Medicine & Nursing 3 Year: Includes Frontlist (2017-2019)
Wiley Online Library UBCM Medicine & Nursing 5 Year: Excludes Frontlist (2013-2017)
Wiley Online Library UBCM Medicine & Nursing 5 Year: Includes Frontlist (2015-2019)
Wiley Online Library UBCM Science & Technology 3 Year: Excludes Frontlist (2015-2017)
Wiley Online Library UBCM Science & Technology 3 Year: Includes Frontlist (2017-2019)
Wiley Online Library UBCM Science & Technology 5 Year: Excludes Frontlist (2013-2017)
Wiley Online Library UBCM Science & Technology 5 Year: Includes Frontlist (2015-2019)
Wiley Online Library UBCM Social Science & Humanities 3 Year: Excludes Frontlist (2015-2017)
Wiley Online Library UBCM Social Science & Humanities 3 Year: Includes Frontlist (2017-2019)
Wiley Online Library UBCM Social Science & Humanities 5 Year: Excludes Frontlist (2013-2017)
Wiley Online Library UBCM Social Science & Humanities 5 Year: Includes Frontlist (2015-2019)

- Provider: Knowledge Unlatched (knu)

*** KU OpenEdition Select 2018: HSS Frontlist Books
*** KU Select 2018: HSS Frontlist Books
*** KU Select 2018: STEM Backlist Books
*** KU Select 2018: STEM Frontlist Books

- Provider: Morgan & Claypool Publishers (morgan)

Computer & Information Science Collection Eleven

- Provider: OECD Publications Centre (OECD)

OECD Agriculture and Food Collection
OECD Development Collection
OECD Economics Collection
OECD Education Collection
OECD Employment Collection
OECD Energy Collection
OECD Environment Collection
OECD Finance and Investment Collection
OECD Global
OECD Governance Collection
OECD Industry and Services Collection
OECD Nuclear Energy Collection
OECD Science and Technology Collection
OECD Social Issues Migration Health Collection
OECD Taxation Collection
OECD Trade Collection
OECD Transport Collection
OECD Urban Rural and Regional Development Collection

- Provider: Oxford University Press (OUP)
Oxford Art Online: Grove Art with Companion Titles
Oxford Scholarly Editions Online MedievalPoetry
Oxford Scholarly Editions Online MedievalProse
Oxford Scholarship Online BTAA Pilot Program

• Provider: ProQuest (PQUEST)

ProQuest PsycBOOKS

• Provider: SpringerLink (springerlink)

Springer Erziehungswissenschaft und Soziale Arbeit eBooks 2019 – German Language
Springer Intelligent Technologies and Robotics eBooks 2019 English+International
Springer LYRASIS 2019 Journals
Springer Nature Academic Journals
Springer Nature Adis Journals
Springer Nature Advance Journals
Springer Nature Carolinas ADIS Journals Legacy 2019
Springer Nature Carolinas Springer Journals 2019
Springer Nature Carolinas Springer Journals Legacy 2019
Springer Nature CRKN ADIS 2019
Springer Nature CRKN Springer Journals 2019
Springer Nature CRKN TONS 2019
Springer Nature MALMAD Academic & Society Consortium Collection 2019
Springer Nature MALMAD Individual Subscription Consortium Collection 2019
Springer Nature MALMAD Nature Branded Consortium Collection 2019
Springer Nature MALMAD Palgrave MacMillan Consortium Collection 2019
Springer Nature MALMAD Springer Full Consortium Collection 2019
Springer Nature Palgrave Macmillan Journals

• Provider: Taylor & Francis (informaworld)

Taylor & Francis Complete Library Database Model
Taylor & Francis Criminology & Law Archive 2018
Taylor & Francis Media, Cultural & Communication Studies Archive 2018
Taylor & Francis Medical Database Model
Taylor & Francis Science & Technology Database Model
Taylor & Francis Science & Technology FRESH 2018 Database Model
Taylor & Francis Social Science & Humanities and Science & Technology Library Database Model
Taylor & Francis Social Science & Humanities Database Model
Taylor & Francis Social Science & Humanities FRESH 2018 Database Model
New cooperatively contributed collections

• *** Philosophy Documentation Center (Open Access) (global.5644.606) – contributed by University of the West Library

*** indicates that the collection contains only open access content as defined by the provider.

Discontinued collections

For some discontinued collections, we recommend selecting newer or better collections. We have indicated those below when they exist. Not all discontinued collections will have a suggested replacement collection.

• Provider: Alexander Street (alexanderpress)

Discontinued Collection: The PBS Video Collection (alexanderpress.pbs)
Select this collection instead: PBS Video Collection Second Edition (regions) or PBS Video Collection Third Edition All Titles

*please select the collection which corresponds to your subscription

• Provider: CQ Press (cqpress)

Discontinued Collection: SAGE Business Researcher (cqpress.businessreaseacher)

• Provider: Knowledge Unlatched (knu)

Discontinued Collection: KU Select 2017 (knu.knu2017)

• Provider: OECD Publications Centre (OECD)

Discontinued Collection: OECD iLibrary Books (OECD.ebooks)
Select this collection instead: OECD Global Collection (OECD.global)

Discontinued Collection: OECD iLibrary Journals (OECD.journals)
Select this collection instead: OECD Global Collection (OECD.global)

Statistics

Totals:
6,786 providers
21,940 collections
51,497,123 records